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Quantum mechanical calculations of reaction probabilities for the ion-neutral molecule collisions H- + H2

T H2 + H- are performed by means of time-dependent wave packet propagation. Results for two different
potential energy surfaces (ab initio and diatomics-in-molecules) are compared. The calculated state-to-state
reaction probabilities using product-Jacobi-coordinates are compared with energy resolved reaction probabilities
calculated with the flux-operator using reactant-Jacobi-coordinates and with time-independent calculations.
The shallow potential well of ca. 0.05 eV leads to some resonances in the reaction probabilities. In addition,
we present results for integral cross sections using theJ-shifting method.

I. Introduction

In the present project we investigate reactions of the type A
+ BC (A ) Ne, H(D); B,C) H(D)), where one collision partner
is ionic (negative or positive).1 For the systems H+ + H2

2,3 and
Ne + H2

+4,5 we have already calculated potential energy
surfaces (PESs) of the electronic ground state, whereas in the
case of H3

- we use PESs available from the literature.6,7 Our
main aim is to perform time-dependent scattering calculations
using wave packets, to calculate S-matrices and state-to-state
reaction probabilities, and to get an insight into the time-
dependent details of the dynamics with the help of animation
of the wave function (|Ψ|). One of our recent systems is the
H- + H2 T H2 + H- reaction, which we investigate with
different isotope substitutions: H- + H2 T H2 + H- (R1), H-

+ D2 T D- + HD (R2), and D- + H2 T H- + HD (R3). In
our first investigations we start with calculations using a single
potential energy surface, although it is likely that at higher
energies (E > 1.2 eV) excited electronic states of H3

- might
influence the ground-state reaction.

The above reaction belongs to the family of hydrogen
exchange reactions. In contrast to the neutral reaction H+ H2

T H2 + H it has a shallow potential well in the entrance
channel, but the reaction barrier in the interaction region is of
comparable magnitude. Compared to the positively charged
system H+ + H2 T H2 + H+ with a deep minimum of 4.61 eV
for the equilibrium structure of H3+, the well depth of 0.05 eV
is relatively small. What distinguishes ionic systems from neutral
systems is that because of the long-range inductive interaction
potential (V ∼ -1/R4) the important range of the PES is much
more extended (at least for our systems:R (atom-diatom)>
16 a0) than in case of neutral systems.

In recent years, H3- has been investigated rather intensively
experimentally and theoretically. There exist two types of
calculations for the potential energy surface: (a) the ab initio
calculations of the ground-state PES by Sta¨rck and Meyer (SM)6

and (b) the diatomics-in-molecules (DIM) investigations of
Belyaev et al.7-9 in which several electronic states were
included. The first quantum mechanical calculation for the
collinear H3

- system7 was performed with the DIM potential

using the S-matrix version of the Hulthe´n-Kohn variational
method of Miller and co-workers.10-12 The two different PESs
have been used by Gianturco and Kumar13,14 investigating
vibrational and rotational inelasticity and by Mahapatra,15

Mahapatra and Sathyamurty16 concentrating on the reactive
dynamics using time-dependent approaches. The most recent
experimental investigations are the guided ion beam experiments
of Haufler et al.17 and the crossed beam experiments of Zimmer
and Linder.18 Both groups report integral and differential cross
sections for different isotope variants. At total energies below
the dissociation limit of the hydrogen molecule, the results of
the H- + H2 collison can be inelastic excitation, rearrangement,
and electron detachment without or including rearrangement.
From the analysis of the potential energy surfaces, one knows
that the electron detachment channel opens up at an energy of
1.2 eV.

This paper is organized as follows: in section II we present
the theoretical approach and in section III we will concentrate
on our applications.

II. Quantum Dynamics

A. Introduction. The time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
is solved using Jacobi coordinates (see Figure 1) by propagating
wave packets with the Chebychev (CH)19,21 and/or the split-
operator method (SO).22 In the case of the Chebychev method,
we test the recursions of (a) Kosloff19 and (b) Mandelshtam
and Taylor.23 Within the wave packet (WP) method, the wave
function is discretized on a grid.19,24-27 The kinetic energy is
calculated within a FFT or DVR method (FFT: fast Fourier
transformation,28 DVR: discrete variable representation29). The
wave packet can be used in the complex functional form (as
proposed normally) or as a real function proposed by Gray and
Balint-Kurti.30 The analysis of the wave packet after the
propagation can be performed in two ways as well: (a) using
split functions24 or (b) using an analysis line before the absorbing
potential operates (see Figure 1).27 The analysis can be done
by (a) calculating energy-resolved state-to-state information or
(b) summed reaction probabilities in form of fluxes through an
intersection surface. For the reactive investigation we use
absorbing potentials32 to reduce the number of geometrical
arrangements or to get rid of numerical problems at the grid
edges. The existing WP program is implemented for total
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angular momentumJ * 0, including the full Coriolis coupling.
Within a parallel implementation (for IBM-SP2) we test different
schemes for propagations, kinetic energy representations and
absorbing potentials; this work is in progress.

B. Formalism. The general theory and various numerical
aspects of time-dependent reactive scattering have been dis-
cussed elsewhere.19,33-37 Nonetheless, we want to summarize
the main features of our own wave packet implementation. We
start with theinitial waVe packet(see Figure 2a)

whereR is the distance between the atom A and the center of

mass of the BC molecule,{qi} are the internal degrees of
freedom for the BC molecule, andø(q) is the initial state of the
BC molecule for given vibrational (V) and rotational (j) quantum
number.R0, k0, andσ define the initial location of the center of
the wave packet in coordinate and momentum space and the
initial width.

The dynamics of the system is followed by solving the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation for nuclear motion numerically

whereR is used as an index for the different arrangements (R
) A + BC, â ) AB + C, γ ) AC + B), and the formal solution
is given by

with Û being the evolution operator for the Schro¨dinger equation
and whereΨ(t ) 0) and Ψ(t) are the wave function of the
system at time 0 andt, respectively.

The Hamiltonian operator in Jacobi coordinates (R, r, θ) for
the body-fixed frame (p ) 1) is given as

with

Here,µR is the reduced mass of the A- BC system,µr is
the reduced mass of the BC (diatom) molecule,J is the total
angular momentum of the system,j is the rotational angular
momentum for BC,V(R, r, θ) is the potential energy surface
andJ(, j( are usual ladder operators.

The wave function for a particular total angular momentum
quantum numberJ and its space fixedz components can be
expressed in terms of body-fixed coordinates in the form

where M is the quantum number of the projection of total
angular momentumJ on the space-fixedz-axis andΩR is the
quantum number for the projection ofjR on the body-fixed
z-axis.DΩR,M

J denotes the Wigner rotation matrix elements. The
resulting Hamiltonian in the body-fixed frame is given in a
tridiagonal matrix representation, where, according to eq 5, the
diagonal part is of the form

with the coupling term

Figure 1. Sketch of reactant, product and interaction region for the
H- + H2 reaction. To represent the different arrangement channels,
the symbols for the three different hydrogen isotopes have been used.
Two different approaches are shown: (a) the reaction T- + HD starts
in reactant Jacobi coordinates (RC), (b) the reaction T- + HD starts in
the product Jacobi coordinates (PC) of the TH+ D- arrangement.

Figure 2. Sketch of the interaction region for the H- + H2 reaction:
(a) reactant and (b) product Jacobi coordinates with a given initial wave
packet. (To represent the different arrangement channels, the symbols
for the three different hydrogen isotopes have been used.)
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The action of terms of typeHΩ andHΩ,( on the wave function
can be computed independently and is optimal for a parallel
implementation.20

The propagation of the wave packet can be performed in two
different ways. In the first case we use the Chebyshev prop-
agation method as proposed by Tal-Ezer and Kosloff.21 The
evolution operator is developed in complex Chebyshev poly-
nomialsΦn

The Chebyshev polynomialsΦn are calculated with a recursion
formula

wherex ) -iHnorm, Φ0 ) Ψ(0), Φ1 ) xΨ(0).
Alternatively, one can perform one long propagation step as

described by Mandelshtam and Taylor (see eq 3.1 in ref 23):

The absorbing potential is simulated byγ(R,r):

In eqs 16 and 17,Hs is a scaled and shifted Hamiltonian operator

whereas ) 2/∆E, bs ) 1 - asEmax as defined in the equivalent
recursion formula by Gray and Balint-Kurti (see eq 12 in ref
30), which can be used for the complex wave packet (as we do
it in the present paper) or its real part only.30 The recursion
relation can be used to create the complex wave function for a
given time (information from eq 16 has to be inserted into the
e(-iĤt/p) expansion) or is used as a dynamical iteration alone as
in the Gray-Balint-Kurti-approach. In our implementation we
use the various schemes as described above. For the final
analysis we store, in the case of one long propagation, in-
formation from each iteration step; within a test-run one can
clarify if for each iteration the information has to be stored.
Details are given in the work of Gray, Balint-Kurti, and
coworkers.30,31

The second method of propagation of the wave packet is the
split operator technique where we approximate the propagator
by dividing the total time intoN segments∆t using the Trotter
formalism of second order. Each short time propagator e-iH∆t/p

is again splitted symmetrically in the following way (potential
referenced expression)

To get an overview about other ways of performing the action
of the propagator the reader is referred to the literature.40,41

In both schemes (CH, SO) the action of the radial kinetic
energy on the wave function is used in conjunction with the
fast Fourier method (FFT); in case of angular kinetic energies
a discrete variable representation method is used (DVR). The
kinetic and potential energy is given as follows. Radial kinetic
energy for theR coordinate (and forr, respectively) is (a) for
Chebyshev:

wherek is the wave vector of a given plane wave. For (b) for
SO:

The angular kinetic energy (angleθ coordinate) for (a) Che-
byshev is

with

and for (b) SO:

with (1/I) ) ((1/µRR2) + (1/µrr2)).
Although the last two formulations (eqs 23 and 25) seem to

be clear with respect to numerical implementation, there have
been some complications if not enough memory is available
within the program code. In the case of Chebyshev implementa-
tion, the moment of inertiaIil is indexed with respect toRi and
rl values. If one defines a maximum energy value for the angular
kinetic energy contribution, it might be possible to define ajmax

) f(Emax) value for the case that the prefactor (1/2I) does not
become too large. In that case, one can save computation time
by storing a new matrixUkk′

in which (1/2I) has been separated out. In case of large (1/2Iil)
values (i.e., forR f 0) several of these matrices have to be
stored. We have in our program defined anEmax value which
leads to individualjmax values for giveni and l; we think that
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this is more accurate in the numerical implementation than a
global definition of jmax. In the case of SO calculations, this
trick of separation of (1/2I) is not possible. If enough core
memory is available, one can store

otherwise the transformation given in eq 25 becomes the most
time-consuming step during the propagation, althoughHψ is
not as often performed as in the case of Chebyshev propagation.

The potential energy is diagonal in the coordinate grid
representation, and the action in the CH approach is just a
multiplication

whereas in the SO approach, the wave function has to be
multiplied twice with the e-iV(Ri,rl,θk)∆t/2p factor. In the moment,
we use the SO approach only in case of diagonal potential
energy representation.

As mentioned before, the wave function is discretized on a
3D grid in Jacobi coordinatesR, r, andθ with typically NR )
64-128, Nr ) 64-128, andNθ ) 32-80 grid points. Ionic
systems require a finer discretization, because deep potentials
(typically Vmin ≈ -0.5 f -4.5 eV) lead to strong resonances.
The propagation time is set (a) by usingN segments of∆t in
the split operator formalism, (b) by setting a maximum
propagation time and by that fixing the number ofN Chebychev
iterations for the propagation as proposed by Kosloff, or (c) by
doing one long propagation step as proposed by Mandelshtam
and Taylor and fixing for that the number of Chebychev
iterations. Of course, after the propagation is performed for a
given number of steps, the run can be restarted if the reaction
probabilities do not seem to be converged.

C. Analysis. In our calculations we can perform energy-
resolved state-to-state and flux calculations. The wave packet
is propagated until it has “completely” left the interaction region.
To perform the analysis we need the wave packet in the correct
Jacobi coordinates, depending on the different possible arrange-
ment channelsR. A basic difficulty in the theory of reactive
collisions is that the coordinates appropriate for reactant and
product arrangements differ from each other. There have been
different ways presented in the literature to solve the problem:
42-45 one natural way would be to transform the wave function
to the appropriate coordinates. This approach is time consuming
and leads to numerical errors.

Because of that reason, we perform for each reactive product
arrangement channel an individual scattering calculation per-
formed in the appropriate product Jacobi coordinates as il-
lustrated in Figures 1 and 2. If only global reaction probabilities
are needed, one can calculate within the reactant Jacobi
coordinates the state-to-state inelastic transition probabilities and
calculate the reaction probabilities as the difference from unity:

The disadvantage of propagating in product coordinates is that
the representation of the starting wave packet needs more
angular grid points for an appropriate description with a given
quality of the norm of the wave function. The analysis for the
reaction probability or the S-matrix can be performed in two
ways: (a) we can split off the wave packet in the asymptotic

region (as proposed by Heather and Metiu24) or (b) calculate
the contribution at an asymptotic analysis line as proposed by
Balint-Kurti et al.27 In case of splitting off the wave function
Ψ, Ψ is divided in two parts, the product partΨP and the
interaction partΨI as given in eqs 30 and 31:

Rp andC define the shape of the split-off function. After each
time step, the product part is split off and the interaction part is
analyzed. Its contribution to the S-matrix is given by

After each splitting, the propagation is continued, with (1-
f)Ψ replacingΨ. This procedure has the quality of an absorbing
potential so that the wave packet does not reach the end of the
grid point area; otherwise, this leads to numerical problems in
the FFT approach. In case of split-off functions, no further
absorbing potential is needed in the calculation.

In the Balint-Kurti-approach,27 the S-matrix is calculated by
the following procedure: in the asymptotic region, i.e.,R is
large, first the wave packet along a cut (Rana) is projected onto
the final product stateøF(r) to produce a set of time-dependent
coefficientsCF,I(t) (e.g., using product Jacobi coordinates):

Then these coefficients are Fourier transformed over the time
to give energy dependent coefficientsAF,I(E)

and the S-matrix results from the simple relation (derivation
given in refs 38 and 39):

If just energy resolved reaction probabilitiesPV,j
RE(E) are de-

sired, PV,j
RE(E) is computed from (e.g., using reactant Jacobi

coordinates)

where in case of reactant Jacobi coordinates the quantity in the
brackets is the energy-resolved flux of the wave packet at the
asymptotic dividing surfaces defined at the positionrana (for
reactive analysis) or atRana(for inelastic analysis); the angular
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brackets denote integration over the other two coordinates. The
energy-dependent wave functionΨ(R, r, θ, E) is obtained by
Fourier transformingΨ(R, r, θ, t). The described formulation
of the Balint-Kurti analysis approach is straightforward if using
the wave function as given in eq 11 using the recursion relation
in eq 15. In case of using the recursion formula given in eq 16,
one has to take into account that the energy scale was shifted
and scaled (see ref 30; for flux analysis: see ref 31).

To avoid unphysical reflections of the wave function arising
from finite size boundary of the coordinate grid (this is needed
at least for the asymptotic analysis procedures at asymptotic
cut-lines of flux calculations through a dividing surface), the
outer part of the radial part of the grid is surrounded by an
optical (absorbing) potential of the form proposed by Vibok
and Balint-Kurti;32 we mostly use the type given in eq 18.

To summarize our approach: there are two ways for a state
selective analysis: (1) Figure 2a: For inelastic 3D-investigations
we use reactant Jacobi coordinates, so that a state-to-state
inelastic analysis is possible and energy resolved total reaction
probabilities can be calculated. (2) Figure 2b: In case of reactive
3D-investigations we use product Jacobi coordinates, so that
state-to-state reaction probabilities can be calculated.

The advantage is that no coordinate transformation of the
wave packet is necessary. The transformation of the wave
packet, from one coordinate system (e.g., reactant coordinates)
to the one that is optimal for asymptotic analysis (e.g., product
coordinates) is time-consuming and leads to numerical inac-
curacies.

For most of the calculations in this present work, the width
of the wave packet is chosen such that within one WP
calculation accurate results for a collision energy range of( 1
to 2 eV around the initial starting collision energy can be
achieved. The quality of the propagation depends, for a given
collision energy, on the propagation time length and all internal
parameters, such as grid size for the coordinates, width of the
wave packet, etc. We accept a propagation as being reasonable
if the contributions coming from theranaandRanaanalysis line
add up to 100( 1-3%. This test has been performed by adding
up (a) fluxes through therana and Rana intersection line, (b)
adding up flux through theranaand state-to-state contributions
calculated at theRana intersection line (or vice versa), or (c)
adding up from two individual runs the state-to-state contribu-
tions calculated at theRana intersection line for reactant and
product Jacobi coordinates.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Introduction. The following reactions are currently under
investigation in our group:

Reaction a will be discussed in the present paper, reactions b
and c in a forthcoming paper.51 The H3

- system is of great
importance in hydrogen plasmas.18 We are using the potential
energy surface of Sta¨rck and Meyer6 and the diatomics-in-
molecules (DIM) potential of Belyaev.7 A comparison of
scattering calculations with the experiment will be a test for
the quality of DIM surfaces, which nowadays are often used
for reactive dynamics, especially on coupled surfaces. In case

of inelastic investigations for H3- at high energies (up to keV),
the DIM results had been reasonable compared to experiment.14

The 3D DIM PES for the ground state and some low lying
excited states was reported by Belyaev et al.8,9 Ground and first
excited state form a conical intersection atD3h symmetry. The
ab initio surface of Sta¨rck and Meyer6 has been determined by
MR-CI and CEPA(2) calculations for 403 nuclear configura-
tions. It has been cast in an analytical form by a fit with 23
parameters and an rms error of 0.23 mEh. The PES fit presented
in ref 6 includes some misprints, so we were happy that W.
Meyer could provide us with his code for the PES. This code
had been tested by using quasiclassical trajectory calculations,52

and no numerical problems from the fit were encountered.
Within our WP calculations we found that in a small region in
the strong repulsive part of the potential, i.e., at short H-H-
distances, the energy tends to go to minus infinity (this results
from eq 1 in ref 6). We corrected this behavior, so that the only
minimum region on the global surface is the linear van der
Waals minimum in the entrance channel (r ) 1.416a0, R )
6.183a0, Emin

SM ) -0.0476 eV). The position and height of the
barrier have been found atrbar ) 1.997a0 andEbar

SM ) 0.454 eV.
The electron detachment seam has been determined and its
lowest point was found forR ) 2.86a0, r ) 1.42a0, andθ )
90° with an energy of 1.2 eV, which agrees experimental
findings.18 The barrier height of the DIM potential (at the
positionrHH ) 1.74a0) is by 0.17 eV (Ebar

DIM ) 0.624 eV) larger
than the one of the SM potential. The DIM potential also
exhibits a shallow van der Waals minimum in the entrance
channel (Emin

DIM ≈ -0.05 eV) and has a energy threshold value
of 1.46 eV for electron detachment.

Because of the existence of several electronic excited states
at energiesE > 1.2 eV, a nuclear dynamics calculation involving
several electronic states is necessary forE > 1.2 eV. In this
paper we will present calculations on a single surface, which
should be reasonable at least up toE ) 1.2 eV. The influence
of higher excited states on the dynamics has to be investigated
in the future. Collinear reactions have been investigated in recent
years using both the DIM and the SM potential. Inelastic
scattering calculations for higher collision energies has been
reported by Gianturco and Kumar.13 The first energy resolved
reaction probabilities in three dimensions on the DIM PES using
the time-dependent WP approach has been presented by
Mahapatra;15 some preliminary calculations using the SM PES
have been reported by Mahapatra and Sathymurthy.16

In this paper we will concentrate mostly on time-dependent
WP calculations using the SM potential, because, as will be
seen in the next subsections, the DIM PES leads to very different
results concerning the reaction probabilities. To check our own
code and to compare with time-independent approaches, we
performed in addition calculations using the hyperspherical
coordinate method of Manolopoulos et al.54

The numerical grid parameters and properties of the initial
wave function used in the calculations of total and state-to-
state reaction probabilities are summarized in Table 1.

B. H- + H2. In the following three figures (Figures 3, 4,
and 5), we present results of energy-resolved total reaction
probabilities of H- + H2(V,j) for different intial vibrational (V)
and rotational (j) states. In Figures 3 and 5 we show in addition
the results for the neutral reaction H+H2 using the LSTH
potential47 and compare the two potentials SM and DIM. For
the SM potential, the reaction starts at a total energy ofE ≈
0.55 eV (Etrans) 0.46 eV), similar to the neutral reaction H+H2.
Because the barrier height is larger in case of the DIM potential,
there the reaction starts≈0.17 eV later. The forms of the onset

(a) H- + H2 T H2 + H- (reactive)

(b) H- + D2 T D- + HD

(c) D- + H2 T H- + HD
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of the reaction probability are completely different if one
compares SM and DIM. In case of the SM potential, the reaction
probability for initial H- +H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) (Figure 3) increases
steeply up to 70-80% and falls down slowly around 1.8 eV,
whereas for DIM the reaction probability reaches its maximum
for E > 2 eV. For the SM potential, the reaction probability is
a relatively smooth curve comparable with the neutral H+H2

reaction, except that resonances occur in some smaller energy
ranges forE > 1.2 eV. If one compares Figures 3 (with initial
H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0)) and 4 (with initial H2 (V ) 1, j ) 0)), one
will see that for H- + H2 (V ) 1, j ) 0) the resonance structure
is much more pronounced betweenE ) 1.2 to 1.3 andE ) 1.6
to 1.8 eV. Figure 5 includes results for the different starting
conditions for H2 in different vibrational (V ) 0, 1, ...) and
rotational states (j ) 0, 1, ...). The most impressive feature is
that for H2 (V ) 0, j ) 1) the reaction probability increases
steeply up to 95% with some small resonance features around
E ≈ 1.3 eV. The influence of initial rotational excitation has
been experimentally investigated only in the case of inelastic
scattering.

Within Figures 3-5 we compare different wave packet
approaches (different coordinates, propagators, etc.). In principle
the results are qualitatively the same (in order not to overload
the figures, not every result is shown), but if one is interested

in very accurate, detailed information, the Chebychev method
is clearly the one to be preferred. To get a rough overview of
the reaction probability, the split-operator approach performs
better, compared to the Chebychev method (this results from
fewer actions of the Hamiltonian within the propagation). For
the H3

- system we find only few resonances, which are
smoothed a bit when using the split-operator approach (presum-
ably the time step∆t has to be shorter than 10 [au]). This
smoothing behavior is especially a result that we have found
within our investigations of the Ne+ H2

+ reaction,55 where
we have a much deeper potential minimum leading to many
sharp resonances. The comparison of reactant (RC) and product
coordinates (PC) reveals that if one is interested just in total
reaction probabilities for systems such as H- + H2, calcula-
tions with RC are good enough. The strong difference in reac-
tion probabilities for H2 in different rotational states (V ) 0, j
) 0, 1, 2, ...) reveals the strong influence of the anisotropy of
the PES on the dynamics. For initial vibrational statesV ) 2,
3, 4, further total reaction probabilities are given in Figures 6
and 7.

Figure 3. H- + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0): total reaction probabilities
calculated for the two different potential energy surfaces (SM and DIM)
and with two Jacobi coordinate systems (RC and PC). The analysis is
made either from fluxes with the SO propagator (SO) or from summed
state-to-state reaction probabilities (S-F: state specific in the product
region and flux in the reactant region) using the Chebychev propagator.
For comparison, the result for the neutral H+ H2 reaction (LSTH
potential47) is given.Etrans) 0.7 eV;Rmax ) 15.5(12.0)a0 for H3

- (H3).

TABLE 1: Numerical Grid Parameters and Properties of
the Initial Wave Packet

NR, Nr, Nθ 128, 128, 80 number of grid points for
product Jacobi coordinates (PC)

NR, Nr, Nθ 128, 64, 32 number of grid points for
reactant Jacobi coordinates (RC)

Rmin, Rmax[a0] 0.001, 15.5-19.5 extension of the grid inR
in PC and in RC

rmin, rmax[a0] 0.001, 15.5-19.5(g) extension of the grid in
r in PC (in RC for flux)

Etrans[eV] 0.7, 1.0, 2.0 translation energy
R0 10.0, 12.0 initial location of the

center of the WP
σ0 0.4 initial width of the WP
Ncheb 6700 number of Chebychev iterations
∆t, T[au] 10-20, 15000 timings for split operator

propagation
A, ∆(r, R)abs 0.015, 4.0 parameters for the absorbing

potential (eq 18)

Figure 4. H- + H2 (V ) 1, j ) 0): total reaction probabilities
calculated for the two different potential energy surfaces (SM and DIM)
and with two Jacobi coordinate systems (RC and PC). The analysis is
made either from fluxes with the SO propagator (SO) or from summed
state-to-state reaction probabilities (S-F: state specific in the product
region and flux in the reactant region) using the Chebychev propagator.
(Rmax ) 15.5a0).

Figure 5. H- + H2 (V ) 0,1, j ) 0,1,2)(SM potential): total reaction
probabilities calculated for the SM potential energy surface and for
different starting conditions of the diatomic H2 using RCs and PCs.
The analysis is made from summed state-to-state reaction probabilities
(S-F). For comparison, the result for the neutral H+ H2 reaction
(LSTH potential) is given. (Rmax ) 15.5a0).
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The work of Mahapatra and Sathyamurthy16 performed with
the SM potential shows much more pronounced resonances,
which we attach especially to a too early starting position for
the wave packet, the use of the SO method, and a smaller
number of grid points. In the work of Mahapatra15 using the
DIM potential, most of these ingredients have been improved,
but the DIM potential is less demanding with respect to
resonances, except for H- + H2 (V ) 2), where some resonance
features are seen in the onset of the reaction probability. On
the other hand, we see strong resonance features for all initial
H2 (V > 0), but one has to keep in mind that most of these
features do happen at energies above the opening of the
detachment channel.

In Figure 8 (a smaller energy section is seen in Figure 9),
we test the influence of increasing the range of the interaction
potential. The maximum value forR has been chosen between
15.5 and 19.5a0. Results presented in Figures 3-5 have been
calculated forRmax ) 15.5a0, and the new results presented in
Figure 8 reveal thatRmax was too short, because the reaction
probability aroundE ) 0.9 eV is too low. In addition, we
compare (a) our code for complex wave packets, (b) the real
wave packet code of Stephen Gray,53 and (c) the time-
independent “ABC”-code of Manolopoulos et al.;54 for the three
different codes all calculations have been performed by our-
selves. The results for the complex and real wave packets are
nearly identical if the same numerical parameters have been
used (Figure 9). There is a slight difference in the results when
we compare WPs with different initial starting collision energies

(Figure 9: Etrans ) 1 eV, 2 eV). If the hyperspherical radiusF
(rhomax) in the time-independent calculations (abc) is chosen
large enough (i.e., compare rhomax) 12 and 15a0), then the
comparison with “S-F: PC, Rmax ) 19.5, Etrans ) 1 eV” is
nearly perfect. The resonance structure in the time-independent
calculation (abc) is a little bit different from the WP results,
but this comes from the less dense energy grid in case of the
abc calculation. In addition, one can see that with initialEtrans

) 2 eV we can get reasonable results in one run up to the
dissociation energy of H2. In case of initialEtrans) 1 eV, values
only up toE ) 3.5 eV are acceptable. At the moment, it is not
clear why we have a “constant” shift between the results
calculated withEtrans ) 1 and 2 eV forRmax ) 17.5a0.

In the next figures (Figures 10, 11, 12, 13), we present results
for state-to-state reaction probabilities. If one starts initially with
V ) 0, j ) 0, then for the product molecule mainly vibrational
stateV ) 0 is preferred (Figure 10), whereas in case of the
final product H2 (V ) 0), especially the rotational statesj ) 1
andj ) 0 (Figure 11) dominate; similar results are seen for for
final vibrational V ) 1 (Figure 12) andV ) 2 states (Figure
13).

Figure 6. H- + H2 (V ) 2, j ) 0)(SM potential): total reaction
probabilities using two Jacobi coordinates (RC and PC).

Figure 7. H- + H2 (V ) 3,4, j ) 0)(SM potential): total reaction
probabilities using two Jacobi coordinates (RC and PC).

Figure 8. H- + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0)(SM potential) energy-range: 0.5
f 5 eV, total reaction probabilities calculated in PCs from summed
state-to-state reaction probabilities (S-F). Different grid sizes and initial
collision energies have been tested:Rmax ) 15.5, 17.5 and 19.5a0,
Etrans) 1.0 and 2.0 eV. Comparison with a real wave packet (real WP)
calculation and with a time-independent hyperspherical approach
(abc: time-ind.) is presented. In the time-independent calculation, two
different maximum values for the hyperspherical radiusFmax have been
tested.

Figure 9. H- + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0)(SM potential): as Figure 8, but
energy range: 0.7f 2 eV.
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In Figure 14, we present results for the total reactive cross
section using theJ-shifting method of Bowman et al.48-50 Time-
dependent and time-independent calculations lead to similar
results. The onset of the cross-section (up toE ) 1.2 eV) is the
same, regardless of how manyJ-states are included.J-shifting

does not take into account that the reaction probability decreases
considerably at higher total angular momentum. Our newest
unpublished results show that, up toJ ) 8, the magnitude of
the reaction probabilty does not change significantly and that
from then on the reaction probability consistently decreases,
reaching forJ ) 20 (including Coriolis coupling) a value that
is already a factor of 2-3 smaller than the one forJ ) 0 with
a maximum aroundE ) 2-2.5 eV. This is the reason why in
Figure 14 mostly results for theJ ) 0 f 20 summation are
presented. In a forthcoming paper we will present results where
integral and differential cross sections are derived explicitly from
calculations for total angular momentumJ * 0.

IV. Summary

Theoretical investigations are performed for the dynamics of
reactive scattering processes using time-dependent wave packet
calculations. The system of interest is the ion-neutral reaction
[H + H2]- with different isotope variants, where the results for
the deuterated systems will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
The potentials used in the present calculations (ab initio and
model type) exhibit long-range interactions. The state-to-state
analysis can be performed in reactant or product Jacobi
coordinates.

Figure 10. H- + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) f H2 (V′, Σj′) + H- (SM
potential): state-to-state reaction probabilities (in PCs) for different
rotationally summed vibrational product states (Rmax ) 17.5 a0, Etrans

) 1.0 eV).

Figure 11. H- + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) f H2 (V′ ) 0, j′) + H- (SM
potential): state-to-state reaction probabilities (in PCs) for different
rotational product states (withV′ ) 0) (Rmax ) 17.5 a0, Etrans ) 1.0
eV).

Figure 12. H- + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) f H2 (V′ ) 1, j′) + H- (SM
potential): state-to-state reaction probabilities (in PCs) for different
rotational product states (withV′ )1) (Rmax ) 17.5a0, Etrans) 1.0 eV).

Figure 13. H- + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0) f H2 (V′ ) 2, j′) + H- (SM
potential): state-to-state reaction probabilities (in PCs) for different
rotational product states (withV′ ) 2) (Rmax ) 17.5 a0, Etrans ) 1.0
eV).

Figure 14. H- + H2 (V ) 0, j ) 0)(SM potential): total cross sections
calculated using theJ-shifting method (JS). A comparison of wave
packet and time-independent results (abc) is performed. The contribution
of total angular momentumJ was fixed to 20 and 50.
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Part of our project is to clarify, which numerical technique
is the most efficient for solving wave packet propagation,
especially when using the code on multiprocessor machines.
For the present applications, we can say that the Chebychev
method is clearly the one to be preferred, because the accuracy
can be improved by propagating in time as long it is needed.
The recursion formula in eq 16 is independent of the magnitude
of the time step. If high accuracy is preferred, the split-operator
method needs time-steps of∆t < 10 [au] and is not reliable for
long propagations, as are needed in the case of deep potentials.
In addition there are problems in handling eq 25 optimally for
R f 0. The efficiency of the wave packet approach compared
to the time-independent hyperspherical approach of Manol-
opoulos et al.54 has not been analyzed in detail, but in case a
fine energy grid for the reaction probability was needed, the
time-independent approach was more time-consuming (but on
the other hand the full S-matrix was calculated).

The advantages of wave packet (WP) calculations are that
WPs are relatively easy to apply for systems with many reaction
channels, that WPs are suitable for the use on several PESs,
and that with WPs one gets, within one calculation, information
about a large collision energy range (∆Ecoll > 1 eV). The present
disadvantage is that, in the case of deep potential energy minima,
WP calculations can become very CPU intensive, because the
wave packet is trapped. Applications of wave packet calculations
are performed now on an IBM-SP2 using parallel architecture.
Work of optimizing the “parallel” code is in progress and will
be published soon.

In the case of the H3- system, we presented energy-resolved
and state-to-state reaction probabilities for different starting
conditions. It is for the first time that the nuclear dynamics
within the H3

- system has been investigated in such a detail
using mostly the ab initio potential of Sta¨rck and Meyer (SM)6

and that the results have been checked by us with two other
time-dependent and time-independent approaches. We calculated
reaction probabilities for the DIM and ab initio PES: the results
are qualitatively different.

We could show that our results are quantitatively comparable
with the real wave packet code of S. Gray53 and with the “ABC”
code (time-independent hyperspherical coordinate method) of
Manolopoulos et al.54 A direct comparison between theory and
experiment can be made when our integral and differential cross
sections are available. We are in the process of finishing this
work. Most of the experimental work for reactive analysis is
performed for the isotopic variants HD2

- and DH2
-; our results

for these systems will be soon available. We are planning now
to perform the WP calculations on several surfaces, initially
using the DIM approach.
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